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Abstract

This paper presents basic principles as well as results obtained
with our opportunistic and asynchronous object recognition sys-
tem. The fundamental idea is to transform a static image into sev-
eral dataflows of images primitives (e.g line segments, circular
arcs, regions). The ranking of the primitives in each flow, that is
the delay of each one with respect to the others, is a function of
the quantitative relevance of each primitive for the recognition.
All flows are then integrated into a common dataflow, thus merg-
ing primitives of all types.
This common flow is then spatially filtered by attention masks
provided by a bottom-up focus of attention mechanism. Doing so,
the complexity of the recognition problem is drastically reduced.
A top-down, purposive grouping is initiated by relevant (early)
primitives in the flow, allowing to better the initial image segmen-
tation. Finally, a dynamic indexing scheme benefits from the
asynchronous "arrival" of primitives in the dataflow, by concen-
trating on the most relevant (early) objects hypotheses. Less rele-
vant hypotheses are delayed in time rather than eliminated, and
might be reconsidered after expiration of this delay.

Indexing for objects recognition

Recognizing objects from a set of image primitives is a search
problem of exponential complexity in the general case (Tsot-
sos 1990) (Grimson 1990). A major challenge in computer 
sion is therefore to select information that is relevant for
recognition (Ayache & Faugeras 1986) (Aioimonos 1992)
(Swain & Stricker 1993). Significant efforts currently aim 
developing efficient visual indexing schemes for coarse but
rapid recognition. Such systems rely on finding those few key
features that will drastically reduce the complexity of the
search (Ayache & Faugeras 1986) (Stein & M6dioni 1992). 
first problem is to find these features in a vast pool of image
primitives. An additional issue is the impossibility to perfect-
ly segment the target object: primitives are distorted, broken
or simply missing. Finally, it is difficult to segregate objects
primitives from background ones.

This paper presents a general methodology for detecting

the most pertinent primitives in an image and for filtering out
information irrelevant for indexing. In particular, a quantita-
tive assessment of the relevance of image primitives for rec-
ognition tasks is proposed. The fundamental idea is that each
input image generates dataflows of tokens, i.e. image primi-
tives such as lines, arcs, regions. The temporal ordering of the
tokens in each dataflow depends on their measure of rele-
vance: the most relevant primitives "arrive "first in the flow.
At each step, a new token is considered in the indexing pro-
cess, and used to refine the interpretation state. If the hypoth-
eses generated by the new token are incompatible with the
current interpretation state, the effect of the token is delayed
in time. This allows the system to discard noisy primitives,
and to attain a solution before having to consider all image to-
kens.

System overview

The typical input to the system is a static image of several
manufactured objects lying on a complex, textured back-
ground (e.g. Figure 2, left). The image is first transformed
into P dataflows (Figure 1), one for each type p ~ [ 1...P]
of simple token; currently, P = 3 (line segments, circular
arcs, regions). These flows, where the most relevant tokens of
the image appear first, are then merged into a single one (sec-
tion "Transforming the relevances of primitives into temporal
delays"). In parallel, a focus-of-attention mechanism selects
"important" regions from the image in order to isolate fore-
ground objects. These regions of attention spatially gate the
dataflows of tokens, so as to keep only those the most likely
to correctly characterize objects (section "Focus-of-attention
for selecting and locating relevant information").

These highly relevant tokens become activating tokens.
that initiate local, purposive grouping processes (section
"Purposive grouping for recovering missing data"). From
these groupings result so-called complex tokens, i.e. patterns
of image primitives containing structural information charac-
teristic of a particular object. Each object from a database is
thus characterized by one or more complex tokens. For in-
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Figure 1: outline of the relevance-based indexing system; p, p, I~ are various instances of relevance values, see text.
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stance, the parallel segments in Figure 2 are one complex to-
ken characteristic of the pen. For one object database, one
indexing table is learnt that maps all possible complex tokens
into the set of objects to be recognized (section "Learning rel-
evant primitives"). Finally, an indexing mechanism takes ad-
vantage from the delayed arrival of less relevant tokens to
rapidly recognize objects (section "Dynamic indexing using
relevance").

Selecting relevant image primitives

Transforming the relevanees of primitives into tem-
poral delays

In biological visual systems, strong visual stimuli elicit re-
sponses having shorter latencies than weaker ones (Thomp-
son & Drasdo 1989) (Thorpe 1990) (C616brini et al. 1993).
This principle can be used for segmentation problems (Burgi
& Pun 1994); it also provides a natural foundation for trans-
forming image primitives into dataflows, where the most rel-
evant tokens appear first (Bast, Milanese & Pun 1993).

From the P = 3 types of primitives extracted from the input
image are generated 3 dataflows of simple tokens xP,
p = 1...3. Tokens are ordered in each flow according to
their individual absolute relevance p(17P} ~ [0, 1]:

x~ ,/

p/171P) = r117P).s117P), Eq.1

where xlP is a simple token, r(17P} its reliability and
s[ 17P } its significance. Reliability v’alu6s are the normalized
averages~ / of various attributes (e.g. length and contrast for
segments) throughout the whole image; a high reliability in-
dicates that the token is a meaningful entity, unlikely to have
been generated by segmentation artifacts. The significance
value measures the uniqueness of a token in the image; it is

Figure 2: transforming an image
into a single dataflow of simple to-

m

kcns. obtained by merging three
primitives flows; the most relevant
tokens appear first.

maximum when the attributes of 17P make it unique in the im-
age. Tokens with high significance are thus likely to originate
from objects rather than from textured background patterns.
Finally, in a given dataflow, the delay 8[ xP) ~ [0, 1] of to-
ken 17/,o with respect to the most relevanttok6n 176 of the same

flow is (Bast, Milanese & Pun 1993):

This delay corresponds to the uncertainty associated with
each dataflow item. In order to obtain relevance values (or de-
lays) that may be compared across all dataflows, the initial
relevances are statistically redistributed in [0,1] by separate
histogram equalizations performed in each flow p, yielding
absolute relevance values P/17p):

p117P) ~ p117P)~ [0, I] =E[p/17~) ], Eq.3

where equalizing functions E [.] are learnt for each type
of token, over a set of similar images. A simple token of type
p therefore has the same a-priori probability to be assigned a
given relevance as any other token of type p’ ~:p. After
equalization, tokens from all p dataflows are ranked accord-
ing to ~ (-) and merged into a single flow:

" 17Pl " P2 ...
i2 ....Pl i’)>--P117i2)>-

~ flOw17P1’17P2’ Eq.4

Figure 2 shows the final flow after merging; at "time" to,
only the most relevant primitives have been provided. As
"time" passes, more and more of the less relevant tokens are
obtained, which were delayed with respect to the initial one.

Focus-of-attention for selecting and locating rele-
vant information

The focus of attention module allows to rapidly detect and lo-
cate relevant parts of the input image, in order to reduce the

"time" t to tt t2
relevance P (17i) high (1) low (--* 0)
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amount of data for object recognition (Milanese et al. 1994).
This module, structured into three major stages, locates sa-
lient objects using bottom-up, data-driven criteria. First, the
input image (e.g. Figure 3.a) is processed in order to yield
several feature images, representing for instance orientation,
curvature, color contrast. Second, conspicuous areas in each
feature image are detected by means of differences of orien-
ted Gaussian filters. Finally, all images are integrated by
means of a non-linear relaxation process, yielding a single bi-
nary image in which the salient regions-of-attention are indi-
cated by masks (Figure 3.b).

The final stage for focalizing on the information necessary
for recognizing objects, consists of filtering the flow of sim-
ple tokens by the attention masks. A proximity measure

rt(xi) ~ [0, 1] is computed between each simple token
(e.g. Figure 3.c,d) and the center of gravity of the closest at-
tention region, rc (’ci) is maximal for close tokens, and de-
creases (exponentially) for more remote tokens. The final
relevance [5 (’~i) ~ [0, 1] of token xi is then (Figure 3.e,f):

15(’Ci) = ([)(’Ci) + lt(Xi) )/2 . Eq.5

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3 : selection of relevant ob ect tokens: a) original, noisy
image; b) binary attention regions; c) d) segment and region 
kens (darker for higher relevance); e) f) most characteristic 
ments and regions with higher relevance 15 (1:i) 

Coping with missing or excess information

Learning relevant primitives

The keys for indexing a particular object On in a data-base
{ 01 ..... ON} are the complex tokens that are characteristic

for this object. Complex tokens T/~, k ~ [ I...K] , combin-
ing simple tokens {xI, ...,T, i .... T, maxk}, are defined
through geometric relationships between these simple tokens.
For example, a complex token characteristic of the bottle in
Figure 4.a is composed of maxk = 2 simple tokens: a line
segment and an adjacent circular arc (Figure 4.b). The rele-

vance p (T~) a [0, 1] of a complex token is defined as:

p (Tk) mini {15 (" l:i) } Eq.6

of the relevances I5 (’ci) of the individual simple tokens
that compose Tk.

During the learning phase, a first, good quality image is ac-
quired for each object on a uniform background (Figure 4.a).
The user selects the characteristic complex tokens amongst
the first primitives to arrive in the dataflow; this considerably
reduces and constrains the selection. Several images of the
same object are then acquired, using different and complex
backgrounds in order to collect statistics and to train the sys-
tem for varying conditions (Figure 4.c). The averages and
ranges of variation of each complex token are computed, in
terms of shape, position and relevance p (Tk) (Figure 4.d).
Finally, each cell in the K x N indexing table (Figure 4.e)

contains the average relevance p (Tk/On) of a given com-plex token Tk, for identifying an object On.

lllllll
(a) (b) 

(d) (e)

01 02 03

T1 p (T1/O1) p (T1/O2) [5 (T1/O3)

T2 p (T2/O~) p (T2/O2) [5 (T2/03)

T3 p (T3101) [3 (T3JO2) [3 (T3/O3)

T4 p (T4/O1) i3 (T4/O2) [3 (T4/O3)

Figure 4: learning; a) image of object n, clean background; b)
a relevant complex token T. characteristic for O (symmetry
. K’included); c) same k, On, complex background; d~ geometrical
range of variations; e) indexing table (K = 4, N = 3).

Purposive grouping for recovering missing data

The recognition phase operates on images containing new in-
stances of learnt objects. To access the indexing table, the

presence of the complex tokens Tk must be hypothesized and
their relevance p (Tk) measured.
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In order to generate the hypothesis of a complex token Tk,
each highly relevant simple token xi extracted from the im-
age (Figure 3.e,f) activates a local, purposive grouping pro-
cess. This process searches amongst the other highly relevant
simple tokens those that would compose one of the stored
complex tokens. This also allows to recover poorly segment-
ed data, because expectations about missing tokens locally
redirect a new segmentation with optimally defined parame-
ters. In Figure 5.a, the segment is the most relevant token; it
activates the local search for the missing circular arc. For the
diskette in Figure 5.b, each of the two rightmost segments is
highly relevant and activates a purposive grouping process;
this allows reconstruction of the correct shape despite the oc-
cluding black paper.

The final relevance measure of a complex token is obtained
by correcting P (Tk) to account for possible deformations in
the recovered patterns:

9 (Tk) ---> 15 (T~) ~ [0, 1] Eq.7

This correction is proportional to the difference between
the recovered pattern and the learnt complex token. The re-
covered Tk are finally ordered into the indexing dataflow, ac-
cording to 15 (Tk) 

activating
token

(a) (b)

(c)

P O1 02 03

T1 0.9 0.8 0.5

T2 0.5 0.9 0.7

T3 0.8 0.3 0.9

Figure 5: indexing: a) activating token; b) tokens successfully re-
covered by purposive grouping, despite the occlusion; c) exemple
of a learnt indexing table.

Dynamic indexing using relevance

The principle of the indexing module is to use each new com-
plex token coming in the dataflow to update the set of possi-
ble objects, until a satisfactory solution has been obtained.
The novelty with respect to classical selection and decision
approaches (such as decision-tree) will be to use the dataflow
and relevance concepts to avoid definitive, possibly wrong
decisions.

The basic mechanism considers a complex token Tk for in-
dexing object 0n if the average, learnt value ~ (Tk/On) sat-
isfies:

p (Tk/On) > ~ (Tk) Eq.8

where 15 (Tk) is the measured relevance of k. For exam-
ple, assuming the learnt table in Figure 5.c, with 15 (T1 ) mea-
suring 0.85, T1 would index { O1 } . This table also indicates
that complex tokens {T1, T2, T3} are necessary for Ol ,
with respective relevances 15 (Tk) _< {0.9, 0.5, 0.8} (these
values also indicate that complex tokens { T1, T3 } are more
relevant for indexing O 1 than T2 ).

The proposed dynamic indexing then operates as follows
(see (Bost 1993) or Appendix for more details). A global 
evance R is initially set at 1, while the solution set f2 of pos-
sible objects is initialized as { 0} . R is decreased step by
step, and at each step compared with the measured relevances

15 (Tk) of the recovered complex tokens. R is the minimal
relevance that complex tokens must have in order to be con-
sidered for indexing: a given token Tk is considered as soon
as

R < 15 (Tk) Eq.9

Using the same table, with 15 (TI) measuring 0.8, 1
would be enabled after R has decreased down to 0.8. At this
step, ~ would become { O l, O2 } ¯

As R continues to decrease, more and more complex to-
kens are examined; decreasing R corresponds to lowering the
"quality" of the considered tokens. Each new token is consis-
tent with the current solution set ~2 if it points to one object
already indexed. Otherwise it is inconsistent; if, for instance,

15 (T2) =0.7, andatR =0.7 ~2 is 1, O2} , Ol isexclud-
ed from f~ since it was "expecting" T2 only for R < 0.5.
However, rather than definitely eliminating O1 from ~, it is
"temporarily inhibited" until R decreases to 0.5 (see Appen-
dix). If the presence of 2 i s validated in the image (e.g. b
pose estimation (Ayacbe & Faugeras 1986) (Grimson 1990))

before R reaches 0.5, the process stops, and excludes Ol
from the final solution. Otherwise, since this inhibition is
"temporary", the system is allowed to recover from erroneous
interpretations.

The dynamic indexing has been simulated using a hierar-
chy of K = 10 complex tokens and up to N = 200 objects.
Misleading complex tokens were efficiently discarded; the
correct hypothesis was found in the first or second rank in
98% of the cases. This figure dropped to 81% when the elim-
ination was definitive rather than temporary, that is when the
search corresponded to a classical decision-tree approach.
Furthermore, a very promising result was that when increas-
ing N from 20 to 200, the search time grew approximately
linearly.



Conclusion

A key feature of the proposed indexing system is the quanti-
fication of the concept of relevance, and its use for selecting
pertinent information for objects recognition. Another impor-
tant concept is the definition of a formal relationship between
the relevance of data items, and the delaying of these items in
a dataflow. The most relevant ones are processed first, thereby
constraining the recovery of missing elements. Superfluous
information is not simply discarded, but rather temporarily
inhibited until more evidence is provided by the new items ar-
riving in the flow.
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Appendix

Let ~ be the current solution set of possible objects for a giv-
en R, and F be the current set of considered complex tokens
Tic which verify Equation 9. As explained, R is decreased
step by step, thus driving the indexing process (Bost 1993).

The hypothesis of an object On is not considered until:

R =Ron =mink{P(Tk/On)} for Tk~ F. Eq.10

A complex token Tk is not considered until:

R = RTk = maxn {min {p (Tk/On), Ron} } ,
for all On. Eq. 11

For example, assuming the learnt table in Figure 5.c, and
the following measured relevances for complex tokens

{Tl, T2, T3} :

I~(T1) =0.85, 15(T2) =0.82, [5(T3) =0.7, 

the solution sets F and £2 shown in Table 1 are obtained.

Table 1: example of indexing process.

R F ROl Ro2 Ro3 RT1 RT2 RT3

I {o} I I I 0.9 0.9 0.9

0.9 {o} I I I 0.9 0.9 0.9

0.85 {Tl} {01} 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.8

0.8 {T1,T2} {02} 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5

0.5 { T I,T2,T3 } {Oi,O3} 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

0.3 { TI ,T2,T3 } {O1,O2,O3}
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